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Context

- Interconnected world → communication across languages
- Lingua Franca approach → English (ELF): benefits & costs
- Mediated ELF → cognitive challenge

Example

Such a duty can be taken not lightly and, in particular, should not be driven by money.

Such a duty cannot be taken lightly and, in particular, should not be driven by money.

→ unconventional sentence structures
→ imprecise word choice
→ irregular usage of concepts

Objectives

Determine

- cognitive correlates associated with non-standard input
- challenges of ELF input to professionals and non-professionals
- coping strategies to deal with cognitive overload
- non-monetary costs of using ELF

→ ELF-specific training approaches
→ awareness regarding institutional language policy

Methods

- screen + video recording
- key logging
- eye tracking
- cued RVPs
- interviews
- EEG, HR, HRV
- version analyses
- survey
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